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Capital construction management of the university mainly focuses on managing
all under-construction projects and proposed projects on campus. Usually，various of
under-construction projects and proposed projects are carried out in university at the
same time, therefore the staff needs to master the key information of different
engineering projects and the related materials of these. The traditional management
method- manual or semi-manual mode which is used to manage the projects is
ineffective, so the managing tasks are pretty arduous for the staff.
The team analyzes the characteristics and shortages of Capital construction
management of the university in detail and designs a system to deal with those
existing problems. Firstly, the paper demonstrates the characteristics and shortages of
Capital construction management of the university and the research meaning of the
subject. Moreover, the Framework of the paper is given as well. On the basis of the
analysis above, the team puts up the system requirement analysis which includes
mainly the objective function, business process, and software-hardware requirements
and so on. According to the requirement analysis, the applied situations of the main
software are summarized, and then the team discuses the Framework and platform of
the proposed system; Secondly, the team designs the software system of Capital
construction management of the university in detail. According to the existing
problems, the team designs various of function of the system, such as all kinds of
management function, maintenance function, help function; Furthermore, the paper
partly describes technical method with stronger pertinence during coding and
designing, and then the team tests the reliability of the system. Finally, the paper
summarizes related content of current capital construction management of the
university and works out the following plan about capital construction management of
the university in the coming years.
the system which has been established changes the traditional manual or
semi-manual management mode , makes staff convenient to access timely the related
information, reduces the staff’s burden, and improves working efficiency. The system
designed strengthens and improves the management level of capital construction














management and reflects accurately the operating state of project management, which
gives scientific evidences for the decision-maker. The system could produce all kinds
of report forms which are needed during project management as well. Overall, the
working efficiency and management level will be improved
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